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Abstract:
A fuzzy logic based approach is used to infer the
correlation of data in linguistic and numeric formats.
Case based reasoning is used in our design to
categorize our linguistic database.  This technique is
applied to an aircraft guidance problem to help the
aircraft land more safely on the aircraft carrier. By
correlating the numerical motion trajectories with
the previous grading of related aircraft approaches in
a linguistic database, an average of the latest ten
approaches is presented to facilitate decision
making.  Fuzzy logic proves to be effective in
delivering the data mining result in this problem
environment characterized by heterogeneous
information, uncertainties, and incomplete data.

1 Introduction
With increasingly widespread use of computers
in recent years, the number of formats and types
of data being stored has also increased
dramatically.  Correlating this stored data with
the need of specific problems and producing a
decision or recovering related information is not a
trivial issue.  Data mining of data of different
nature, e.g., linguistic vs. numeric, is even more
challenging.  Fuzzy logic [1] has been used
extensively in relating linguistic domain
knowledge to numeric computation.  Linguistic
rules that summarize the domain knowledge are
interpolated with numeric fuzzy membership
functions for inference purposes.  Fuzzy logic
approach has proved to be a low cost and robust
way of producing a quick around solution for
many engineering problems [2].  Areas of fuzzy
applications include control[3], query[4], data
mining[5], and pattern recognition[6].
It is common to encounter uncertainties and
noises in data mining problems. It is also typical
that not all the information is available to provide
a solution needed.  The fuzzy approach is
effective in dealing with both of these challenges.
Case based reasoning [7] is most effective in

retrieving similar cases to solve problems at
hand.  Aided with fuzzy logic reasoning, a case
based reasoning design is expected to be more
competitive in solving problems with
uncertainties. Our innovative design is applied to
construct a guidance aid for guiding fighter
planes to land on aircraft carriers.

We will start by defining the problem in
section 2.  Basics of fuzzy logic are provided in
section 3.  The issue of data mining
heterogeneous data is introduced in section 4.  A
real problem of creating a decision aid through
data mining heterogeneous data for guiding
aircraft to land on carriers is used to illustrate the
design principle.  Finally, future research issues
are summarized in the Conclusion section.

2 Problem Statement
Consider the  problem in which input information
is in a different format than the data stored in the
system and relevant data and/or inference are to
be drawn based on some specified criterion.

Without loss of generality, we assume
the input information is in numeric and the stored
data is in linguistic form. Figure 2.1 illustrates
this kind of  problem. An inference engine is to
be designed so that it can retrieve multiple pieces
of data from the linguistic database and match
the description of the numeric data presented as
input.  There are several challenging issues that
need to be dealt with in this problem:
1) A mapping that maps the numeric features of

the input data to the corresponding linguistic
variable in the database.

2) More than one dataset, with different
matching scores, may be produced from the
data mining process.



Figure 2.1 Heterogeneous Data Mining
Problem

3) As more input data becomes available, the
inference system needs to adaptively update
the data mining result based on the latest
overall input data.

4) The input data may be noisy.

Filtering will be applied in the preprocessing
so that the effect caused by 4) is minimal.  We
shall assume the input data is prefiltered but
noise may still be present.  An expert may be
consulted to construct the mapping needed for 1).
However, different domain experts may have
different subjective definitions of proper
linguistic-to-numeric correlations. For example,
the notion of high may be interpreted as 10 by
one individual and 12 by another.  Even though
different interpretations of the same linguistic
variables may not differ by too much, it is safe to
assume that the chosen mapping can only
function approximately in general.  A
methodology like fuzzy logic is needed to deal
with this need.  Furthermore, since the mapping
between the linguistic and the numeric domain is
only approximate, it makes sense for the system
to generate more than one output with matching
scores for reference purposes.  This requirement
can also be handled if fuzzy logic approach is
adopted.
To be able to adjust the data mining result on the
fly, previous inference outcome and the current
inference result should both be considered in
determining the matching data to be retrieved.  It
makes sense to weight the recent information
more heavily in the overall inference process.

A real-life example of data mining a stored
flight database in order to guide Navy aircrafts to
land safely on carriers will be used to illustrate
our approach in section 4.

3 Fuzzy Logic Inference

3.1 Fuzzy Membership Functions
The technology employed to fuse heterogeneous
numeric and linguistic data is fuzzy logic.  The
concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh in
1965.  Since then, fuzzy logic has advanced in a
wide variety of disciplines such as control theory,
topology, linguistics, optimization, and category
theory.  Unlike a crisp set, a fuzzy set allows
partial membership.  Fuzzy logic is a
generalization of the traditional TRUE/FALSE
bilevel logic, one that allows for non-sharp
transition, representing a region of partial truth,
between absolute true and absolute false.  For
example, although the assertion that an individual
is male is either true or false (and is therefore
crisp), the assertion that an individual is fat is not
so clearcut.  Figure 3.1 demonstrates how the
fuzzy sets may be used to capture this concept.
A person with a body fat percentage of 16.5 has
membership values of 0.12 and 0.43 in the "lean"
and "moderately overweight" fuzzy sets,
respectively.

3.2 Fuzzy Inference
The basic architecture of a fuzzy logic data
analysis system is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The
numerical input data is codified through the
fuzzifier into the equivalent linguistic
parameters (such as lean, moderately
overweight, and obese), with associated
membership function values.  The inference
engine uses the knowledge in a particular
representation to derive some expert conclusion
or offer expert advice.  It includes the system's
general problem-solving knowledge.  Various
rules in the knowledge base and decision-making
logic are invoked and recover the decision actions
with different degrees of emphasis depending on
their respective membership values.



Figure 3.1 Fuzzy Membership Functions

A typical fuzzy rule might be: If you feel
hot, the temperature is high.  The final stage in
the fuzzy logic data processor aggregates all the
inferred fuzzy data and produces an appropriate
conclusion or classification of the system's input.
If the system's output needs to be in non-fuzzy
numerical format, it is the responsibility of the
defuzzification module to convert fuzzy data to
numerical from.

Figure 3.2 General architecture of fuzzy logic
data analysis system

4 Data Mining Heterogeneous
Databases

4.1 PADAL
The data mining approach discussed in this paper
will be illustrated in solving the problem of
construction of a Piloted Approach Decision Aid
Logic system (PADAL), designed to provide
guidance and advice in the domain of planes
landing aboard aircraft carriers.  This function is
presently handled by landing signal officers
(LSOs), navy personnel that offers corrections
and feedback to the pilots attempting to land
aboard the carriers. After the completion of each

landing pass, the responsible LSO  records a
linguistic comment describing the pilot’s
trajectory and rates the pilot’s performance.  This
information is subsequently stored in APARTS
(Automated Performance and Readiness Training
System) database.  The goal of PADAL is to
process the numerical radar data which provides
information about the current landing trajectory
and retrieve linguistic descriptions of similar
landing passes executed by the same pilot in the
past.  These retrieved comments are merged to
provide the landing signal officer with a concise
summary of the pilot’s past flight pattern.  This
procedure summarizes the pilot’s performance in
a succinct linguistic form and enables the user of
PADAL to predict the pilot’s future actions by
consulting the summary of similar past behavior.

4.2 Linguistic APARTS Database.
The existing system stores trajectory descriptions
in 2 formats: landing signal officers' (LSO)
linguistic comments describing the previously
executed landing approaches and numerical radar
data which provides information about the
current landing trajectory.

This section focuses on the linguistic
representation of aircrafts' trajectories and the
decoding technique used to analyze it.  Each
landing approach is subdivided into 5 stages
based on the aircraft's distance from ship's deck:
One Nautical Mile(1NM), At Start(X), In the
Middle(IM), In Close(IC), and At Ramp(AR).
These stages describe how far away the landing
aircraft is from the deck.  Signal officers'
comments are recorded in a special shorthand
code which describes various aspects of the
pilot's approach for each landing stage.  These
shorthand comments can be subdivided into
several major types: comments referring to
glideslope (approach angle) of the landing
aircraft, its lineup (horizontal distance from the
center of the deck), rate of descent, power, pilot's
attitude, and miscellaneous comments.  An
example of a lineup comment would be LUL
(lineup left), LUR (lineup right), or CB (coming
back), as well as several others.  Plane's
glideslope might be described by H (high) or LO



(low) comments.  TMRD (too much rate of
descent) or NERD (not enough rate of descent)
are two of the comments used to describe the
aircraft's rate of descent.  Numerous other
comments are used to reflect different properties
of airplane's landing trajectory.  The comments
may be modified by the following 2 sets of
symbols: ( ) (= a little) and _ _ (= very) which
denote the degree of comment's applicability.
For example, (F) means a little fast, while
_TMP_ may be deciphered as way too much
power.

The following sample comments
illustrate the use of LSO's shorthand code:

H(LUL)X      High and a little lined up 
left at the start.
HFIM            High and fast in the middle
_NEPLOIC_ Not nearly enough power, 
very low in close

The stage comments are combined to
create a linguistic description of the entire
landing trajectory:
(HX) NEP.CDIM LOBIC-AR  A little high at
the start.  Not enough power on come down at
the middle.  Low and flat from in close to at the
ramp.

The system contains a database of such
linguistic comments which describe different
landing approaches performed by various pilots.
In order for this data to be useful, information
contained in the comments must be extracted.
The first step towards extraction and utilization
of this information is parsing.  Parsing reveals
the structure of the comments represented by
parse trees constructed from appropriate
grammar rules. A chart parser based on the LSO-
specific domain grammar is used to process the
comments.
The following several rules are representative of
the domain grammar:

COMMENT → DESCRIPTOR*
(a comment may consist of a number of
consecutive descriptors)
DESCRIPTOR →  LINEUP

(lineup is one type of a descriptor)
DESCRIPTOR →  GLIDESLOPE (glideslope is
another type of a descriptor)
LINEUP → LUL
(LUL (lineup left) is a shorthand code which
contains lineup information)
LINEUP → LUR
(LUR (lineup right) is a shorthand code which
contains lineup information).

The parser functions by reading a
comment from left to right, trying to match it
against all the applicable rules in the grammar,
and keeps a constantly updated chart of all the
active rules describing the currently processed
portion of the comment.  For example, LU...
could refer to the beginning of the lineup left
(LUL) comment, lineup right (LUR) comment, or
simply describe the fact that the pilot is trying to
lineup (LU).  The next symbol in the string might
disambiguate this expression.  When the parser is
done with the comment, it constructs a parse tree
which summarizes the comment's structure.
The following example illustrates the result of
application of this procedure to a sample
comment:

Parse tree which represents HLULIM-IC high,
lineup left in the middle and in close:

Comment
Glideslope

H      (high)
Lineup

LUL (lineup left)
Stage

Stage
IM (in the middle)

-
Stage

IC (in close)

Once a parse tree is constructed, the
relevant information which can be used to infer
the plane's trajectory is extracted by the program.
For example, the above comment contains
glideslope information (high) and lineup
information (lineup left) which allows the



application to determine the plane's position in
the specified distance range (in the middle and in
close).  This intermediate analysis will be used
subsequently in heterogeneous data fusion.

4.3 Numeric Motion Profile.
When a plane is attempting to land on a ship's
deck, the landing signal officer's comment
describing the pilot's performance is not yet
available to the system.  However, the ship's
radar constantly monitors the pilot's progress and
relays the numerical aircraft position data to the
system.  This motion profile provides the

Figure 4.1 Aircraft Motion Profile

Figure 4.2 Lineup and Glideslope vs. Time

basis for analysis of the current landing
trajectory and allows for its comparison with the
previously executed landings.  Figure 4.1 shows
a sample numeric motion profile. Figure 4.2
illustrates decomposition of thus profile into
corresponding lineup and glideslope trajectories.

4.4 Fuzzy Logic in PADAL Domain.
Fuzzy logic is employed in PADAL to perform
numeric-to-linguistic conversion in order to
ensure homogeneous data format necessary for
information fusion.  Fuzzy lineup and glideslope
functions are represented in Figure 4.3.  The
lineup category consists of 7 fuzzy sets, ranging
from significant left lineup (_LUL_) to
significant right lineup (_LUR_).  The glideslope
category is subdivided into 7 analogous fuzzy
sets which construct a “very high” (_H_) to
“very low” (_LO_) classification of the aircraft’s
glideslope.  These fuzzy sets map directly onto
the comments used by LSOs to describe the
aircraft’s position.

Similar fuzzy definitions are constructed
for various other parameters that define the
landing trajectory.  These fuzzy concepts enable
the system to classify any point in the landing
trajectory by associating fuzzy membership
values with it.  For example, a marked point in
Figure 4.2 has the glideslope

Figure 4.3 Lineup & Glideslope Fuzzy
Membership Functions

deviation from the nominal glideslope (3.5°) of
3.7314°-3.5° = 0.2314°, which corresponds to
the following glideslope classification:

Glideslope:
µ_LO_ = 0.00 µ_H_ = 0.39
µLO = 0.00 µH = 0.93
µ(LO) = 0.00 µ(H) = 0.27
µPERFECT = 0.00



This means that an aircraft in that position is
very likely to be classified as high by a landing
signal officer, somewhat likely to be classified as
very high or a little high, and extremely unlikely
to be classified as low.

Some concepts may be represented by a
union or intersection of fuzzy sets.  For example,
WU (wrapped up) is an LSO comment used to
describe significant deviation of the aircraft from
nominal lineup or glideslope in the beginning of
its landing pass.  In cases like this, the fuzzy
membership is calculated with a fuzzy OR
operation which is defined by
a maximum operation:
µ(WU) = MAX(µ(lineup WU),  µ(glideslope
WU))

Once classification of a trajectory point
is achieved, it is easy to classify a region by
calculating the average of all the membership
values of all the points in that region, i.e.

N
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where
µF - membership value for fuzzy set F
point1 … pointN – points which comprise the
region in question
N - number of points in the region in question.

Figure 4.4 shows all the fuzzy set
membership values for the region between 2
dotted lines in Figure 4.2 (corresponding to "In
the Middle" aircraft landing stage).

At this point, the system is ready to
retrieve previously stored linguistic cases most
closely resembling the current landing trajectory.
This is done by computing a
similarity measure (SM) of the current numeric
trajectory with respect to each

Figure 4.4 Fuzzy Membership Values For the
Selected Region of Figure 4.2

stored linguistic comment based on the following
formula:

Let C be a comment which consists of several
descriptors D1…DN:
Then

∑
=

)(=
N

i

stageSM
1

D regioniµ                     (4.2)

Each membership value µF represents the extent
to which the current trajectory in the current
stage can be classified as F.  SM for each stage
with respect to some comment C is computed by
evaluating a sum of the membership values
which determine how closely the numeric motion
profile approximates each component of C.

Example: computation of SMInTheMiddle for
comment (H)LULIM based on the data in Figure
4.4.
SMInTheMiddle = µ(H)(InTheMiddle)
+ µLUL(InTheMiddle) = 0.004 + 0.598 = 0.602

Similarity Measure is computed online
every time the approaching aircraft passes the
next landing stage.  Each time a similarity
measure is recomputed, exponential forgetting is
used to assign higher weight to the later stages:

SMtotal = αSMstage+(1- α)SMprevious stage  (4.3)



This total similarity measure determines how
similar the current motion profile is to a specified
LSO comment.  It is computed separately for
every linguistic comment stored in APARTS
database, and 10 most similar comments are
retrieved for consequent processing, as illustrated
in Figure 4.5.

SRD.(OSX) HDLIM HLULIC HCD.LUAR (0.413)
TMP.OSX HIM PNU.HIC SLO.CDAR (0.412)
SRD.OSX HSLOIM-IC PNU.CDAR (0.412)
(OSX) (H.CBIM) (NEP.CDIC) (LOAR) (0.315)
HOOT-X (HIM) (HCDIC-AR) (0.195) LOOSX /.CBIM
HBIC-AR (0.120)
(LOOSX) OCNEP.CBIM HIC HCDAR (0.120)
 (LO)OSX (TMP.CBIM) (HIC) (HCDAR) (0.120)
(LO)OSX /.CBIM HDLIC (\.LUAR) (0.120)
 (/.OSX) TMP.CBIM HIC (HCDAR) (0.120)

Average:  (LOOSX) CB(LURIM) HIC

Figure 4.5 Retrieval of Similar Comments.
Each comment is followed by SMtotal in
parentheses.

4.5 Data Fusion
Retrieval of past similar cases is an inherently
useful operation since it exposes the trends
manifested by the aircraft's numeric motion
profile.  Moreover, it is reasonable to assume
that previous landing approaches similar to the
current one will also exhibit similar behavior in
the future (especially if the search is restricted to
previous landings performed by the same pilot).
Thus, the PADAL system enables landing signal
officers to predict the approaching pilot's future
flight pattern based on past experience.
However, PADAL is a time-critical system which
needs to present information to the user in a
concise and easily understandable fashion.  In

order to accomplish this, the system breaks up
the comments into distinct stages and categories
(lineup, glideslope, rate of descent, etc.) as
described in the APARTS section of this paper.
Once this operation is completed, the information
contained in 10 distinct comments is merged
within each category and each stage.  This fusion
operation takes place in 3 steps:
1) Transformation from linguistic to numeric

domain,
2) Averaging, and
3) Transformation back to linguistic domain.

In order to accomplish the linguistic-to-
numeric transformation ψN, a characteristic value
is associated with each fuzzy set which
summarizes its numeric content[5].  For a fuzzy
set represented by a gaussian function, this
number may be defined as the mean of that
function.  Conversion of a linguistic concept LC
represented by a fuzzy set with characteristic
value λ is defined as ψN(LC) = λ.

After the conversion of all the linguistic
comments which belong to the same category in
the same stage to numerical domain is completed,
an averaging operation is applied to merge the
data into a single numeric value.  That number is
converted back into the linguistic domain with a
numeric-to-linguistic transformation function ψL.

Linguistic concept LC that corresponds
to a numeric value v is defined as a concept
represented by the fuzzy
set F: ψL(v)=F µF(v) ≥ µF'(v) ∀ F' ≠ F in the
category that F belongs to.

The following example elucidates this
procedure:
Assume that 3 comments contain the following
lineup information in the “In The Middle”
landing stage:
_LUL_, (LUL), (LUL), LUR
Then,
ψN((LUL)) = -15
ψN(_LUL_) = -7.5
ψN(LUR) = 12.5
 (from Figure 4.3)
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µ_LUL_(-4.375)=0.00 µ_LUR_(-4.375)=0.00
µLUL(-4.375)   =0.00 µLUR(-4.375) = 0.00
µ(LUL)( -4.375)=0.14  µ(LUR)( -4.375)=0.00
µPERFECT(-4.375) = 0.02
(from Figure 4.3)

Max(0, 0, 0.14, 0.02, 0, 0, 0)=0.14=µ(LUL)

∴ψN(Average) = (LUL)

Hence, fusion of _LUL_, (LUL), (LUL), and
LUR produces (LUL).  This process is used to
compute the average comment that appears at the
bottom of Figure 4.5.

5 Conclusion
A fuzzy logic approach aided with case-
based reasoning is designed to solve a real
life problem involving data mining of
heterogeneous data.  The concept of
computing with words through fuzzy
membership functions proves to be effective
in dealing with problems in which stored data
and input appear in both linguistic and
numeric formats. Although the aircraft
landing guidance problem may not be the
most challenging one, it represents a larger
class of problems in which data mining and
fusion of heterogeneous data is required to
retrieve the needed information.

There are several important issues in
PADAL domain that need to be researched
further.  By adaptively tuning the fuzzy
inference engine or modifying the cases
stored in a database, one should be able to
achieve better performance and increase the
robustness of the result.  The use of genetic
algorithms or neural nets to tune the
parameters of our design may be a promising
approach.
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